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SWAN: A Code. ·for the Analysis and Optimization of Fusion 
Reactor Nucleonic Characteristics 

E. Greenspan*, w. G ... Pr ice, .. Jr. , and H. F.ishman 
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University. 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

ABSTRACT 

This report is intended· as a User' s:'.~Manual 

for "SWAN" - a code written for perturbation theory 

' analysis and optimization of the nucleonic character-

istics of fusion reactor blankets. SWAN is also 

applicable to any problem described by the inhomo-

.geneous linear transport equation, e.g., radiation 

shield problems • 

The optimization method is based on variational 

techniques. The variables of the optimization are 

· .. · material densi.t~es, with no restriction on their 

.. number. One joint restraint may be imposed in addition 

to upper and lower limits on each density. The param-

et~r to be extremized and the restraint may be either 

a weight-type (linear) or nucleonic (bilinear) 

functional. 

The transport calculations for SWAN are performed 

! with the one-dimensional di·scr-et~-ordinate code ANISN. 

* Present address: Nuclear Research Center, P. O. Box 
.9001, Beer-Sheva, Israel. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The code SWAN was developed primarily·· for the analysis and 

optimization of. the nucleonic characteristics of a Controlled 

Thermonuclear Reactor (CTR). It is also applicable, however, for 

the analysis and optimization of radiation shields or·, in_ general, 

of any nuclear system that is described by the inhomogeneous linear 

trans-port equation. :The needs for, and special features of the 

nucleonic analysis ·and op~imization of CTR' s are reviewed in a 

1 different report. 

SWAN· is composed c,f two major modules: SWIF and ANISN. 
. 2 

ANISN is a one-dimensioria1· discrete ordinates transport code and 

SWIF is a code developed for perturbation calculations and 

optimization studies. The development of SWAN has reached such 

a phase that the code can be applied to a variety of problems 

useful in the analysis and evaluation of conceptual designs of 

CTR' s. ··This report is. aimed at providing the information required 

for using SWAN, for_ modifying and extending the code, as well as 

for adapting it. to other computers. (SW~ was written in FORTRAN-IV 

usin_g_ an IBM 360/91 computer; the coding is almost completely 

computer-type independent.) 

The report is divided into four parts. The firs~ part 

(Secs. 2-4) gives a general description of the problems solved by 

SWAN, special features of ·the program, and its structure. The 

second part (Secs. 5-8) is a user's guide. The third part (Sec. 9) 

contains information about the structure of SWAN that may be help-

ful for.modifying the program and for transferring it to other 

;'. 
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computers. The last part (Sec. 10') gives details about the 

computational procedures used in SWIF. The theoretical basis 
. 1 

for the optimization method is summarized in ~ separate report. 
' 

· A thorough familiarity with ANISN is required for the use of 

SWAN. For the sake of completeness and convenience· the :Lnput 

specifications for ANISN have been.includ,ed in this reporto Note 

that th~se specifications refer to the version of ANISN currently 

operational at the Plasma Physics Laboratory, rather than the 

version distributed by the Radiation Shielding Information Center 

at Oak Ridge. These versions.are functionally equivalent., but a 
. . 

few extra input and output option:s which. do not appear in the 

RSIC documentation3 have been added at PPL. 

i_.1 

' ·' 
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND TERMINOLOGY 

· The type of optimization problems that can be handled by.· 

SWAN. can be characterized as follows : 

Given the external source distribution 

. S(x} ::: S(E, 1 E,n} (l} 

and the atomic density distribution N. (r} ·for all I materials the 
. . l. -

density of whi.ch are variables of the optimization1 find the. 

material density distribution that will·extremize the functional 

1. the constraints imposed by the density limits 

N1!1in (r} < N. (r} < N1!1ax (r} · < N<? (r) 
l. - - l. - - l. - -· l. --

(2} 

where these densities are·assumed constant in each zone 

2. the constraint on the total volume fra9tion available: 

-~- Ni.
0

. (r} = L..J const · < ·1. 0 
i=l Ni_ (r) 

(3} 

and 

3. preservation of the value of the restraints [de~ot.ed ··by ; 

the functionals Fc(N1 ,N2 1 •• ~ 1 N1 }] imposed on the problem. 

The characteris~ic to be.extremized (Fe) as well as the 

restraints (Fe) c.an be of either one .of tw? general categories: 

a· weight-type characteristic or a nucleonic characteristic.· A 

weight-type characteristic is any characteristic expressible in 

the form 
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r 
F ~ {N 1 , N 2 , ••• , NI) - ~ J dr Cw, i ( r) Ni ( r) 

i=l 
.. 

I (4) 

to be referred to as a weight functional. A nucleonic charac-

teristic is one-expressible in the form of a bilinear functional: 

(using the notation. ( ) · . for l l dE dQ . ) . w~ere the f_~1lX 

<P =. <f>(r,E,Q) and the adjoint <f>~ = <f>~C.!:. 1 E,Q) are the solutions of, 

respectively, the linear,Boltzmann equation and its adjoint 

and ( 6) 

Consequently the functional has the value 

(7) 

+ The adjoint source term, Sb' is to be selected so as to give the 

'adjoint function, and ·cons·equently the functional, an adequate 

physical meaning. 

An Effectiveness Function may be defined for a bilinear func-

tional as: 

eb . (r) = ,1 -

and for a-weight functional as: 
.· ----::. 

The Substitution Effectiveness Function· (SEF) is defined ·as 

follows: 

(8) 

(9) 

.•. 



so that 

r 
o F = ~ J d~ e. (r) 

~ - 1 -
i=l 

. -5-. 

e. (r) 
1 -

oN. = 
1 

I-1 . 

~ J dE_ Qi (r) 
i=l 

oN. 
1 

. ( 10) 

(11) 

Equations (10) and .(11) hold for both. bilinear and weight func-

tionals. 

The.ma~erial densities for the nth ite~ation are 6btai~ed · 

from the parameters in the (n-1) iteration from the relation: 

N~ (r) = Nz:1..,:l (r) + A~ Qn-1 ( ) + ·B~ n-1 
1 - 1 - 1 e,i r. 1 oc,i(E.) (12) 

The procedure for calculatin. g the A~ and Bz:1 are described in 
1 1 

detail in Sec. 10. 

'' ·.-
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3. SPECIAL FEATURES OF. SWAN 

The functional to be extremized and·the restraints can be 

any combination of bilinear or weight functionals, as long as at 

least one bilinear functional ·(expressing a nucleonic character

istic) is included. · Note that this initial version of SWAN will 

accept 9nly one· restraint. 

SWAN can accomodate any number of materials, the density of 

which may be either fixed or variable (subject to optimization). 

T,he . effectiveness functi~ns I SEF Is I. and :i;)erturbat:ion. integrals filay 

be calculated for all the materials~ including those not included 

in the transport calcula~ion model. 

T.he optimization method of SWIF is compatible with any 

transport code that can provide flux and adjoint distributions 

(one adjoint solution is required for each bilinear functional) • 

As incorporated in SWAN, the optimization and perturbation·cal

.culations can be c·arried out. for any external source (non-fissioning) 

problem that can be solved by ANISN, e.g., radiation shielding 

problems. 

The number of inde~endent variables for the SWIF optimiza~ion. 

is (I-l)*K, where I is.the number of materials of variable density 

and K is the ntimber of material zones. In comparison, the number 

.of variables for co.des which optimize by moving zone boundaries 

is proportional to K*D, where o·is the number of spatial dimensions • 

. The ability of SWAN to compute bilinear terms can provide 

the.basis for general perturbation calculations and sensitivity 

studies • The structure of SWAN allows the easy addition of new 

·1.,.. ::;..:· 

.. 
•• 

.•. 
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modules to provide extra. ana.lysis functions. Furthermore, 

transport codes other than ANISN (e .. g., for two-dimensional 

analysis) can be incorporated into SWAN without great difficulty. 

·Most of the input. to SWAN is specified in the PPL-FIDO 

:·format· (as. 'desc~ibed .~rt· th~ Appe~~Ix) .· Either ANISN or SWIF may 

be executed alone,_ or they may be run in series (starting with· 

either one). ·The memory size required· for SWAN may be kept 

within the size required for ANISN alone by overlaying the 

major modules'. 



4 •. GENERAL DE$CRIPTION OF SWAN 
. ' 

This :sect.ion gives only a;n outline of the operation of SWIF, 

suf.f . .1cient to understan~ tl?;e ·input data requ~re.ments. Detailed 

inf,ormation about various p.arts of ~WAN .are give;n in later 
' ~ ' ~ . ~ .' .. 

sect.ions. ". 
. . . 

. :S~AN' is a m<;>duJ,,~r. SY~!;·tem that. consists' of two major. modµles 

~~th .'a driver, and ·~Eiv:e~.:~at~ ·fiie.s.· A hlock diagram showing 

·· :f,n,:es.~ modules .. an«:I da.ta, .'files is given in Fig. 1 •. The figure also 
' ' ,.' : I • ·: ' • ' • ' 

. ,·:;·.·... . . . . . 

. shows ,the poss:i,b'le. channels for the flow of information between 

the ·aiffereht units. . . . 

The Modules 

· DRIVER is the master program that controls the sequence of 

. the calculations according to the options specified in the input. 
' 

·.The, user may, for example, request execution of SWIF without 

ANISN, ANISN without SWIF, or .iteration of ANISN and SWIF starting 

~ith either module. A full description of the various options is 

incc>'rporated into the DRIVER input data description. 

, SHUFFL. : reads the card. input stream and prepares the primary 

data. files for ANISN and for SWIF: FSWIF, VSWIF, FANISN, and 

VANISN. 

· " ANISN performs the transport calculations for both the flux 

·~ri~~adjoint distributions. 

SWIF is the progr~ .tnat caiculates the effectivene~s func

tions, substitution effecti~eri~s:s functions,. and the new density . ' . . . 

· di.~trib:utions. It may also inodify those input data arrays of · 

ANIS?f and SWIF that depend on the density distribution. 

.. 
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The Data Files 

Of the seven primary data files required by SWAN, two are·· 

cross section data libraries (XSECLIB and ACTVLIB) , two are input 

data files for ANISN (FANISN and V~ISN), two are input data files 

for SWIF (FSWIF and VSWIF) , and one (XTROUT) allows communication 

from ANISN to SWIF. 

XSECLIB contains the cross section data (transport and 

activity) required for ANISN calculations as well as for th.e cal

culation of the effectiveness functions by SWIF. 

ACTVLIB conta.ins the cross section data required by SWIE' for 

the calculation of the contribution of the adjoint source term 

to the effectiveness functions, as well as for the preparation of 

the new adjoint source terms after a density variation. 

XSECLIB and ACTVLIB are not optional; although ANISN can 

read cross sections directly from cards SWIF cannot. A descrip

. tion of the data format for these libraries is included in the 

Detailed Data Notes section • 

.VANISN and FANISN contain the data required by ANISN. All 

data arrays that depend on the density distributions are included 

in VANISN, so that they may be modified by SWIF -if SWAN is 

iterating. All ANISN input data arrays that do not change during 

the iterations ar~ included in FANISN .. (The PPL-FIDO input 

processor allows multiple input files.), 

VSWIF and FSWIF are similarly the variable and the fixed 

data files,. respectively, required for SWIF input. SWIF modi-fies 

its own variable data file when SWAN is iterating. 

~I 
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XTROUT.obtains the results from each ANISN calculation. 

Part of this data is required as input· for. SWIF: SWIF cannot be · 

run without a suitable XTROUT file •. XTROUT must be.rewritten 

after each ANISN run, in the iteration.procedure of an optimization 

c~lculation. Although.the user of SWAN needs to-know only how 

to request the XTROUT. option from· ANISN ,· a description of ·this 

file.is .included with· the Progranune~'s Guide. 

An, adc1i tion9.-·l · f ~le, SWFOUT, may be used. This file receives 

most of ·the resul~s of each SWIF run in the same way that XTROUT 

receives the results of.each ANISN.run. It is not required for 

the operation of SWAN, but may be usefu~ in performing subsidiary 

calculations. A qescription of· SWFOUT is included with the 

Programmer's· Guide.· 
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S. INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 

A condensed summary of the input specification required for 

·SWAN is given below. It is intended to serve as a guide for data 

preparation. Additional data notes are given in the next section. 

As in the ANISN manual, .a quantity in brackets is an array-·. 

dimension while an expression in braces describes the condition 

under which the specific option or array is required. . An array 

that is not re<luired should not be specified in the input. The 

input for all data Js, except where otherwise stated, in the 

PPL-FIDO format. 

The input. for SWAN ·,consists of three data. types: Driver 

data, ANISN data, and SWIF data. The data w·i thin the data sets 

for ANISN and for SWIF _is arranged in blocks. Each block is 

terminated by a T. The input data ·arrays for ANISN and SWIF can 

be arranged in any order within a block. Following the data for 

DRIVER, one can specify eithe·r ANISN or SWIF data. Appropriate 

SHUFFL control cards have to be interleaved within ANISN and SWIF 

input arrays in a manner that will provide for correct 16ading of 

the data into the data files (see description in.Sec. 6). 

·-· 
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DRIVER DATA 

Title card ~ format (12A4) 

·.·opt::i~n specl.ficati<?ll c.ard, -. format fsr3) 

1 .• IFIL ..: Prepc:tration of input data files (FSWIF, VSWIF, FANISN, 

VANI:SN) 

0 use -existing data files· 

1 - prepare new data files 

2.IQPT - Sequence of calculations 

3. I~F 

0 - ANISN ·run only 

1 - SWIF run only 

.2 - start with ANISN followed by SWIF 

3 start with SWIF followed by ANISN 

· Purpose:of SWIF calculations 

.0 - optimization calculations · 

1 effectiveness functions only 

4 ~- IMFL - Modifications to input files. VAN I SN and VSWIF 

.\ 

-1 - SWIF will initialize contents of files {IEF=l} '< 

O - SWIF will not modify contents of files 

1 - SWIF will modify contents of _files. { IEF=O} 

5. ·IMAX - ·Maximum number of iterations on material density 

distributions. { IOPT > 2.; IEF = 0}. 
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ANISN DATA 

(This is a slight revision of section III of the ANISN 

manual, with changes made.to describe the current PPL version 

of ANISN.) 

Title card - format (12A4, 12X, Il2) 

1. Title - 48 characters maximum 

2. 0 or maximum execution time in hundredths of seconds 

15 $ Integer parameters [36] 

1. ID 

2. ITH 

3. ISCT 

4. ISN. 

5. IGE 

6. IBL 

7. IBR 

8. IZM 

9. IM 

problem ID number 

0 - forward solution 

1 - adjoint solution 

maximum order of scatter found in any zone 

order of angular quadrature 

1 - slab; 2 - cylinder; 3 - sphere 

left boundary condition 

0 - vacuum (no reflection) 

1 - reflection 

2 _periodic 

3 - white/albedo 

right boundary condition 

same options as IBL 

number of zones or regions 

number of mesh intervals 



.: .. 
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I 

! 
I 
I 

i 
I 

" 

. . ' . .:.15 ..... 

10. · IEVT · eigenval~e type 

. :· 

:'; 

11. ~ . . IGM 

12. IHT 

13. IHS 

14. IHM 

is .. MS 

16. MCR 

; . 

... 
.la. MT. 

0 ."- . fixed source 

1 .... k ca.lculation 

·3 concentration. search 

zone wi~th search· .. 

. 5 - outer radius search" 

6. . buckling search 

·number· of energy groups 

posi~ion.of crtot~l in cross section table 

position of crgg(self ... scatter) in cross '.section 

·table. 

length of cross section table. 

cross section htix.ing table. length (10$, 11$,.12*) 

number of cross section sets to be read from 

cards (14*) 

nrimber'of cross section sets to be.read from 
•I 

·tape· (13$) 

total :riumber of.cross·section sets (elements+ 

· ni.ixtu~es) 

·1.9 •. " IDFM. O - density factors .C21*) not· used 

1 - density·factors used 

20. IPVT 0 no effect 

1 enter ko as PV (16*) 

2 - enter ao as PV 

21 •. IQM. o· no effect 

1 enter distributed source -(17*) {IPM = o} 
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22. IPM 

23. IPP 

. 24. IIM 

25. IDl 

26. ID2 

-16-

0 - . no . ef-f ect 

1 - enter shell source (18*) 

·by group arid angi~ {IQM·= O} 

IM - enter.shell source by interval, group, and 

angle{IQM =·o} 

interval number which contains.shell source if 

IPM = l; 0 otherwise 

inner iteration maximum 

0 - no effect 

add·l to print angular flux 

add 2 to punch ·scalar flux 

! . 

I . 

add 4 to write the XTROUT information on unit 3 

add 8 to suppress printing of the source and 

scalar flux 

0 - no effect 

.. / . 1 - use "TAPEMAKER"-prepared group independent· 

cross section tape (containing MTP materials) 

2 - use cross sections and fixed source from 

previous problem 

27. ID3 

28. ID4 

3 - use internal TAPEMAKER option 

0 - no effect 

N - compute N activities by zone where N is any 

positive integ.er 

0 - no effect 

1 - compute N activities by interval (where N 

refers to ID3) and print them 

-1 print and also punch activities by interval 

I.,. 

-. 
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29. . ICM outer iteration maximwn 

use ICM = 1 if IEVT = 0 

ICM. may be 0 if IFN < 0 and IPRT = 4 or 5 

30 •. IDATl 0 - all data in core 

1 - cross sections and fixed sources stored on tape 

2·- fluxes and currents ·on tape also 

31. IDAT2 0 - no effect 

32. IFG 

>0 - execute diffusion solution for specified groups 

0 

.(24$) as long as outer iteration # < IDAT2 

no effect 

1 - flux weight cross sections (27$ and 28$) 
; f 

33. IFLU 0 - step model used when linear extrapolation 

34. TFN 

yields negative flux (mixed mode) 

1 - use linear model only 

2 - use step model only .. 
3 - weighted difference model (preferred option) 

4 - lin~ar model, weighted model if negative 

0 - enter fission guess (2*) 

1 - enter flux" guess ( 3*). 

2 use fluxes from previous case 

· <O - restart by reading XTROUT data from· 

unit # !IFNI 

35~· IPRT 0 or 2 or 4 print cross sections 

1 'or .3 or· 5 do"· riot.:. print cross sections 

0 or' 1 print all balance tables 

2 or 3 - print only summary balance table 

4 or 5 - do not.pr'int any balance table 

, .. 
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36. IXTR 0 - ·calculate· PL s.cattering constants (Leg.endre 

coef f i.cients) 

l· - read PL constants from cards (34*) 

16* Floating pqint.parameters [14] 

1. EV firs_t. guess for eigenvalue 

.2. ; EVM .. · e.igkiiV:al ue, modifier 

3 ~ ·· · EPs'· · · · ~f:)~'.iion - . acc·u:racy desired' 

"' 4. - BF 

5. DY 

6. DZ 

7. DFMl. 

8. XNP 

9. PV 

10. RYF 

11. XLAL. 

./. 

,. ' .~ ·. ~ 

'., , . .,T, • ··•" 

buckling fac~~r, normally 1.420892 
.. , ' . 

·'Cylinder or plane height for buckling correction 

plane depth for buckling correction 

transverse dimension for void streaming correction. 

normalization factor 

0.0, k
0

, or cx.
0 

according toIPVT = O, 1, or 2 

.. A. 2 relaxation factor, normally 0. 5 

point flux convergence criterion if entered 

. greater than zero 

12. XLAH: upper limit for 11.0 - A. 1 1 used in linear search 

13. EQL eigenvalue: change epsilon 

14. XNPM· new parameter modifier 

NOTE: The above data is followed by a T. 

6~6s~-·se~tions {ID2 = O} . . . . 

13$ Library ID numbe'rs [MTP]. {MTP > 0). 

14* Card cross sections [IHM x · IGM x MCR] fMCR > Cl} 

NOTE: If entered, the above data is: followed by a T • 

. I 

• 

• 

..... 
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Cross Sections :{ID2 = 3} 

13$ . Library ID nunlbers [MTP.] { MTP >. O} 

NOTE: . If entered, 'the above data is followed by a T. 

14* Card c~oss sections [IHM x·IGMJ, MCR sets {MCR > O} 
. . . .• .. -~ 

NOTE: · Each card cross section set is e·ntered as an 

. individual 14* array, followed by a ·T. 

·Fixed Source {IEVT = 0 and·ID2 ~ 21· 

17* D.istributed source [IM x IGMJ {IQM = 1 } (source ·per 

unit volume>. 

18* · Shell source ·[MM x IPM x IGM] {IPM .> o } {fl'ux on outside 

of interval) 

NOTE:. If entered, the above data is followed by a T. 

Flux or Fission· Guess· .{IFN = O or 1} 

2* Fission density . IIMJ. {IFN = o} 

·. 3* · ·Fl'i.lx. guess [IM x IGM] {IFN ·= 'l} 

.NOT-E i . If entered, the above data is followed by a T. 

Remainder of Data 

l* .Fiss.ion .spectrum [IGMJ 

,4* .. Radii 'by· interval boundary [IM + l] 

5* . Velocities. {IGM] (must truly. be velocity if IEVT =. 2) 

MM = · ISN + 1 for plane· 6r sphere. 
MM= (ISN x (ISN + 4))/4 for cylinder 
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8$ Zone numbers by interval [IM] 

9$ Material numbers by zone [IZM] 

10$ Mixture numbers in mixing table [MS] ·{MS > O} 

11$ Component numbers in mixing table [MS] {MS > O} 

12* Number densities in mixing table [MS] {MS > O} 

19$ Order of scatter by zone [IZM] ·{ISCT > O} 

20* Radius modifiers by zone [°IZM] ·{IEVT = 4} 

21* Density fa6tors by inter~al· [tM].{IDFM = l} 

22$ Material numbers for activities [ID3] ·{ID3 > O} 

23$ Position numbers for activities [ID3] ·{ID3 > O} 

24$ Diffusion calculation or 
0 

infinite meditim mar.kers . [IGM] {IDAT2 > O} 

25~ Albedo by group - right boundary [IGM] · {IBR = 3} 

26* Albedo by group - left boundary [IGM] ·{IBL = 3} 

' 27$ Few group parameters [SJ ·{IFG = l} 

1. ICON 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

IHTF 

IHSF 

IHMF. 

IPUN 

O - no effect 

±1 - micro cross sections desired. 

±2 - macro cross sections desired 

(minus implies cell weighting) 

Position of a in weighted cross sections tota,l 

position of crg+g in weighted cross sections 

(minus implies upscatter removal) 

table length of .weighted cross sections 

0 - print withbtit punching 

1 punch and print weighted cross sections 

-1 - punch without printing 



I 
~ 

i 
l 
! 

'.a' 

28$ Few group number for each rnult.igroup °[IGMj{{IFG 

29$ . summation limits for activities , [ 2 x ID3] { IJ?3 .> 
. *' 

34* ~L scatter·~o~stants [JT x "MM] ·. {IXTR = l} 
'. 

38*. densities for· use in 

activity .calculatiori. [IM x ID3] · {ID3 >· O} 

NOTE: The ab.eve data is fdllowed :by a T. 

* . . 
JT = ISCT for plane or sphere 
JT = (ISCT x (ISCT + 4))/4 for cylinder 

= l} 
.-... 

0}. 

NOTE: JT is truncated to the next lower integer for cylinders 
when ISCT is odd •. 

' 
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SWIF DATA . 

Title card - format (lOLl, lOil, 15A4') 

1. Indicators to. control printout: Use' T for print, F for do 

not print. 

Column 1: Addressing parameters for MUCHO common block 

2: Fluxes and currents 

3: Adjoints as given by ANISN 

4: Inverted adjo'ints 

5: XSECLIB andACTVLIB cross· sections used by SWIF 

6: Terms·of effectiveness functions 

7: Density dependent input arrays 

8-10: Not used 
I 

2. Indicators to control . output of revised density dependent 

data arrays. 

Column 11: Not used 

12: for SWIF 11* Array 
.; 

. 13: fo.r ANISN 12* ·Array 

14 :· for AN I SN 17* Array 

15: for :ANISN 38* .Array / 

16-20: Not used 

The following key is used for.$pecifyiI?-g the type of output 

for these arrays: 

O - no output 
1 - p·rint on,ly 
2 punch only 
3 - print and punch 

.4 - write on VANISN/VSWIF 
·5·,... print·and VANISN/VSWIF 

.· 6 .-. punch and VANISN/VSWIF 
7 - print, punch, VANISN/VSWIF 

3. Title - 60 characters ma~imum 
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Initial Da.ta 

1$ In~eger·Pararneters [l2] 

1. INF. 

2·. iSA· 

3. IMM 

4. ·!SK 

.5• ISD 

6. IDN 

7. ITA. 

.. , 

8. IBO 

number of .functional·s (< 2) . 

number of ·bilinear functions (< INF) 

type of extremum 

+l maximum 

-1 minimum 

number of materials of variable concentration 

tot"al number of materials for -SWIF '(> ISK) 

densi~y adjustment mode 

. 0 fill-up.{I01(2) ~- O} 

1 rescale 

selection of amplitude, A, for density variation 

-2 perturbation calculation. of fractional change 

of functional {INF < 2} 

~1 perturbation calculation 6f abs6lute change of 

functional 

0' prescribed density change {IBO = O} 

N externally s·pecified. Calculation is repeated 

. N times, with ah order of magnitude increase 

in A after each time 

relation between the B and A coefficients 

0 - independent B tor each material 

1 fixed ratio of B/A.for all materials 
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9. !CT convergence test 

-1 maximum possfbl.e change in functional 

" 0 bypas·s 

1 relative maximum change of functional 

2 relative maximum change of 

ratio of functionals.{INF = 2} 

10. SAVE preparation of SWFOUT file 

0 do not prepare 

1 write the SWFOUT information on unit 

11-12. not used 

2* Floating Point Parameters [6] 

1. EPDEN dens·ity deviation check 

2. ADSCAL scale factor for adjoints 

3-6. not used 

Note: The above data is followed by a T. 

Input Control Indicators 

{ 101 ( 2) ~o} 

30 

3$ IOl:specify 0/1 for bilinear/weight functional [INF] 

4$ Number of materials (!SAS ~ ISD) that go into each adjoint 

source term [ISA] 

Note: The above da~a is followed by a ~. 

Material Specification 

5$ Sequence numbers of materials that go into. the adjoint 

sourcie terms · [ E ISAS] 

6$ ACTVLIB ID for corresponding materials [E- !SAS] 

·1$ XSECLIB ID for all materials of variable concentration 

[ISK x (ISCT + 1)]. 

.. 
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Material Densit1es 

8* Maximum atomic density of each material of variable concentra

tion if it were to occupy all the volume available for the 

materials of ·variable concentration [IZM x ISK] 

9* Maximum permissible atomic density of each material of 

variable concentration [IZM x ISK] 

10* Minimum allowable atomic density of each material Of variable 

concentration [ISM x ISK] 

11* Current atomic densities of all the materials [IZM x ISD] 

Other Parameters 

12* Coefficients (A) ·;for density 

modification [ISK - l] {IEF = O} 

13* Weight coeff'icients· (Cw) for materials used in .weight 

· functionals [IM x ISDJ. {INF > ISA} 

. 51* Convergence parameters for s.ubsti tution· effectiveness 

functions,[(ISK - 1) *INF.] {IEF = O}. 

Note: If entered, the above data is followed by a T~ 

48$ Sequence numbers of materials ·as they appear in ANISN 

input array number'38* [ID3] {IMFL = l}. 

Not~~ · If entered, the above data is follo~ed by a T. 
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6. DETAILED DATA NOTES 

Multip~e Input Files 

All the card input data for a SWAN' run may be supplied as 

one deck on unit S. The case title and SWAN control parameters 

are read by DRIVER, and then all other cards are processed by 

SHUFFL to produce the ANISN and SWIF data files. 

ANISN and SWIF read cards with a PPL version of the FIDO 

free-format card scanner, which is described in the Appendix. 

FIDO may be directed to change its logical input unit number; 

, 

.this allows the convenient segregation of SWIF from ANISN and fixed 

from variable data. The SHUFFL control cards are used to specify 

the transfer of initial data from the main card input stream on 

unit 5 to the proper SWIF and ANISN input files .. 

All of the SWIF .data except the 11* array should be directed 

to unit 52 (FSWIF}: this one array which depends on the material 

densities should be sent to unit 22 (VSWIF') with a SHUFFL control 

card 22X ahead of it and 52X behind. These will cause SHUFFL to 

switch its output unit and generate appropriate FIDO redirection 

cards. The 11* array is put into its own file so that revised 

data, generated by SWIF, can be written in its place without 

having to worry about the other arrays. 

For the same reason the 12* arrays, the first 38* array, and 

. all but the first 17* arrays for ANISN must be directed to unit 21 

(VANISN) with 21X and 51X SHUFFL control cards, while all the rest 

of the ANISN cards are copied to unit 51 (FANISN}. (The first 17* 
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array, the source for the flux density' case, is assumed not to 

vary._) Note that SHUFFL. must be alerted ·with "51". and "52" con

trol cards (not 51X and 52X) at the beginning of the ANISN and 

SWIF data blocks, respectively, otherwise the initial portion of 

the fixed data will be copied to the SHUFFL default punch unit. 

SHUFFL Control Cards 

SHUFFL is a .. routine to .rearrange card-image files. It reads 

a card stream, looking for control cards with the two characters 

"% in .coluinns 1 and 2, and copies non-control cards to output 

units as.directed. SHUFFL reads cards from unit NIN until an 

end-of-file is sensed. Cards are written onto unit_NPUN, and 

echoed with comments onto unit NOUT. These units are set 

initially to: NIN = 5, NOUT = 6, NPUN = 51 (FANISN) •. The unit 

numbers- can be changed·, and the punching and editing suppressed, 

by use o~ the optional control cards. (But control cards are 

always edited.) 
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Following is the control card format, by columns: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 .•• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• 80. 
+ x x + 

ti % !:::. ·."."' A A y !:::. B B y . !:::. c c !:::. cominents 
!:::. !:::. !:::. .f::. 

the ti% in columns 1 and 2 is required 

!:::. stands for a blank space 

if column 15 is -, editing ·of punched cards is suppressed 

if column 15 is +, editing is enabled 

if O < cc < .99, NOUT = CC before editing this· ca~d 

if O <BB< 99, NIN= BB and if column 11.is Y, unit BB is rewound 

if column 4 is-, punching of input cards is.suppressed· 

if. column 4 is+,. punching 1s enabled· 

if 0 < AA < 99, and column 7 is X or Y, a punched card is generated 

first and then NPUN =AA •. The punched card has the form 

x 
!:::. AA y !::. !:::. ti Comments 

i.e., it is a FIDO redirection card for unit AA. If column 7. 

is blank, this punched card is not generated. 

Any field may be left blank and no actions will be performed; 

fields which appear to be in error will be· treated as though 

blank and flagged with ERROR! 

Note that all control cards would be interpreted by PPL:...FIDO 

as comment cards_. 

J 

t 
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DRIVER Data 

Input data file· preparation: - IF'IL 

Before any ANISN run, the input data files.VANISN and FANISN 

have to be filled. ·similarly before any SWIF run, the input data 

files VSWIF and FSWIF have to be filled. If all necessary input 

data files have· been filled previously, use !FIL =·o and supply 

only the DRIVER input. If any changes have to be ·made in one of 

the input data fil_es, use !FIL = r' and read all ·the input data for 

that file. When the first ANISN run follows a SWIF run, there is 

no need to define the file VANISN from cards; this file can be 

defined ·by SWIF (IMFL =±'!options). 

" 
Sequence of calculations - !OPT 

A SWAN calculation that includes ANISN needs the.XSECLIB 

cross section library and the data. files VANISN and FANISN. A 

·SWAN calculation that includes SWIF will require 'the two·~ross 

section libraries XSECLIB and ACTVLIB, t.he two input data files 

• 
VSWIF and FSWIF, and the special data file XTROUT. 

Purpose of calculations - IEF 

SWAN can be used to calculate effectiveness functions and 

perturbation' parameters only; by IEF s~tting to' l. In.this ·option. . . . . .. . 

the program skips all ·the calculations associsted with density 

modifications. With IEF = 1, SWAN does not return to ANISN after 

the SWIF run (i.e., the IMAX option ~s bypassed). 
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Modifications to input files "- IMFL 

The user can make SWIF prepare the variable arrays of ANISN' 

( 17.*, 12 * and 38*). by specifying the option· IME'.L = . -1. In order 

to use this option it is necessary to provide .the_XTROUT file for 

at least one ANISN run as well as all the iriput'f~r SWIF. The 

XTROUT file may be prepared by hand or with a dUmmy ANISN run 

setting ICM = O, since the fluxes computed by ANISN are not 

required for this option. When IMFL = ~l, IMAX'should be set to 1. 

·Maximum number of iterations - IMAX 

For the purpose of defining the iteration number, an iteration 

terminates whenever a SWIF run is terminated (regardless of the 

initial step in the calculations). 

• 

1 

. I 

i' 

j 
i 

. j 
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ANISN Data 

All the ANISN runs for a given problem (on a given iteration) 

have to be performed in sequence. This sequence should start with 

a flux solution followed by adjoint solutions; the first adjoint 

s·hould refer to the functional to be extremized (if it is a 

nucleonic characteristic). All adjoint runs should have the same 

geometry des.cript~on, group structure and Sn - P 51. specifications 

as for the flux run. The preparation of the XTROUT file requires 

this stacking of all ANISN calculations (per iteration) in one run. 

After completing each case, ANISN determines whether or not 

to proceed with another (e.g., an adjoint') by. trying to read 

another card. If it detects an end-of-file, or if there.is a 

card with exactly "END " in columns 1-4, then it stops; otherwise 

ii;: looks for another full case with its, own title card, etc. If 

. SWAN will be executing AN I SN ·more than once ( IOPT = 2 or 3, IEF = 0) 

then termination with the "END " card is necessary, to allow the 

ANISN data files to be rewound. 
• 

A comment on the adjoint source may be useful. SWIF utilizes 

nucleonic functionals which ·estimate f dr <~,s+>, so the obvious 

choice for s+ is some· kind of macroscopic cross section. In this 

case the appropriate choice of the input XNP is probably 0.0, 

implying no renormalization, so that the adjoint assumes its real 

physical meaning. This is in contrast to the direct flux, which 

is commonly normalized with XNP ~ 0.0 relative to a source 

distribution function. 
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Seve'ral new options are available with the PPL version of 

AN I SN; these are discussed below. Refer to the ANISN User's, 

Guide for descriptions of the regular ANISN options. 

tol - The appropria.te value for. IDl is obtained by adding 

.together.the values representing each.of several possible options: 

(a) add 1 to print the ang.ular flux; . (b) add 2 to punch the 

· scalar flux; (c) add 4 to write the output from this case on the 

XTROUT file (described in· detail in the Programmer's Guide); and 

(d) add 8 to suppress the printing of the source and the scalar 

flux. Option (c) was added to allow auxiliary programs to obtain 

the ANISN results, option (d) was added to save paper. 

IPRT - The expanded choice of va~ues .for IPRT is provided to 

reduce the expense of balance table computation in many-zone 

systems and to allow the iCM = 0 option. 

IFN - When IFN = -N, a flux guess is read from an XTROUT-format 

file with logical.unit number ·N. This allows one, for example, 

·to restart a previous case or to us~ an old flux result as a 

starting guess. 

ICM - It is now meaningful to set ICM = O~ No flux calculation 

will be performed, so the activities and group collapsing w111 be 
. . . . 

performed using the flux guess, e.g., the flux in the XTROUT file 

if IFN < 0. If IFN > 0 then IPRT. mu.st be 4 or 5 since the angular 

. flux guess required for balance table computation will not exist. 

ID2 ~ The TAPEMAKER program, which prepares a special space-saving 

cross section input "tape" ·fo+ ANISN, has been dismembered and 
I 

reconstituted as an integral part of the PPL version of ANISN. 

.f 
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When IDA = 3 ANISN will try, after re.ading the 15$ and 16* ··arrays 

and their "T," to read a 13$ array_. (with MTP entries) ·terminated 
. ' 

_with a "TI ii and the~/ or" a set (MCR decks) of 14* .arrays,· each-~ 

terminated with a "T". 
.. . 

Cross section. ·mixing is. done in the regular ANISN manner as 

specified .by the 10$, 11$, and ii* ar.rays entered later. The · 

special "tape" . is not made available for later use; but .the size 

of memory required is greatly reduced when this option· is used •. 

ID3 - When. activities are to be computed (ID3 ·> O) two new ·arrays· 

are requi;red. to control the· energy and spatial summations •. 

The 29$ array - J(2, ID3) - should be entered as a series 

of .pairs of numbers, one pair for each activity. The first num-

·ber of the ·Kth pair,. J(l,K)., is set to 1 i.f it is < 1 or > IGM, 

while the·secqnd number, J(2,K), is set to IGM if it is.· 

<·1 or> IGM Ct;hus O,O is equivalent to 1, IGM)~ The summation 

over ·energy for-each activity will be controlled by the corre- · 

spending entries in the 29$ 'array: only the groups from J(L,K) 

throu.gh J(2,K) will be adde~:l.. As oan example of its use, the 29$ 

array can be' ·set to extract neutron-only integrals in coupled 

pro})lems. 

·The· 38* array - D (IM,ID3) - is used to supply optional,. 
. . . 

material density prbfil~-~ £.or each activity. 'If M(K), tne 

ni.aterial.nlimber prov:i,.ded in the ·22$ array for the Kth activity, is 

positive, then the real density profile of ,material ~(K) in each 

interval is used as the density for the activity calculation; 

however, if M (K) ·is -negative, .then the entries D (I ,K) are used· 

~ . 

.\ 

... 
(> 

' " 
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(except that if D(I,K). = 0 for I = 1 to IM then D (I I K) is reset to 

1. 0) .• A ·new column in the activity table print-out contains 
~ 

. 
11 Real, II 11 1.0, 11 or "38*" to indicate which option was used. 

--. ····-

·" 
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SWIF Data· ·. 

Density Dependent Arrays Manipulation 

The indicators to manipulate .the density dependent arrays, 

columns 11-20 on the title card, must be correlated with the 

SHUFFL control cards. The indicator for an array which.SWIF. can· 

revise should be set to 4, 5, 6 or. 7 if the modified array is to. 

be transferred to the variable file VANISN or VSWIF. Such an 

array must be .initialized, presumably by either a previous SWIF 

run or by a SHUFFL control card. 

The punch options - 2, 3, 6 and 7 .,... will cause card images 

of the specified array to be written on unit 7 in PPL-~IDO "Fixed" 

format. 

Nwnber of Functio.nals -·INF, ISA 

·The present yersion of SWAN can handle one.or two functionals 
. 

per problem. These are the functional to be extremized a.nd up 

to one additional restraint. The total nwnber of functionals. 

·includes both biiinear and weight functionals. ·The number of 

bilinea~ functions is iSA < INF. 

Number of Materials - iSK, ISD 

ISD is the total nwnber of. materials that are of variable 

.: density and/or contribute t'? ·the functionals (either to the func

tional to b~ extremized or to the restraint). Out ~f these ISD 

materials, ISK· (<: ISD) are of variable qensity (.activ~ participants 

in· the· optimization). A given material is counted only once. 

:~ 

t 
. 1 
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Density Adjustments - ION 

After every density change a check is made (in subroutine 

NEWDEN) to find whether the new density distribution exceeds the 

_..max min · 
Permissible limits, 1.'11. (r) or N. (r). · . In case the density 

l. - l:. -

limits were exceeded, NEWDEN adjusts the new density distribution 

using one of the following options: 

(a) ION = 0. In the zones in which the density of a given 

material exceeded its upper or lower limit, the density is brought 

back to the constraint. For problems with no restraints, this is 

the only density modification performed. For problems with a 

restraint of a bilinear functional type, this option should not 

be used (as it cannot assure the preservation of the restraint). 

The ION = 0 option can preserve, however, certain types of 

restraints in the category of weight functionals. These are all 

those weight functionals in which the density of each material is 

weighted with a constant (space independent) factor. It is up to 

the user to decide whether it is appropriate to use this option 

or not. For a problem with a restraint, the total quantity of each 

material is preserved by adjusting the densities in the zones in 

which the densities did not reach their limits. When the adjust-

ment requires addition of materials, this adaption is accomplished, 

for a maximization problem, by first filling up the zone .with the 

largest value of the substitution effectiveness function and then 

proceeding to the zone of second largest SEF, etc. For a mimimiza-

tion problem, the addition starts at the zone of the lowest SEF. 

When the adjustment involves the subtraction of some quantity of 

the material, this subtraction starts at the zone of the maximum 

·~I 

' 
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SEF for a minimization problem, and at the zone of the minimum 

SEF for a maximization problem. 

(b) ID.N =. 1. The· value of the A· coef:ficients are adjusted 

so that the zone .density which most exceeded its limit is- just 

restored to that limit. The densities in _the other zones are 

automa~ically determined in accordance with the r_egular density 

variation procedures. For problems with restraints, this proce-

dure will always preserve the restraint to first order. 

Determination of the A. and B. Coefficients - ITA,.IBO 
1· 1 

The density modifications following a given iteration are 

determined by the Ai and Bf coe~ficients [see Eq. (12)]. The Bi 

coefficient's are automatically determined by the program to pre

serve the restraint (see Sec~ 10). For problems with no restraint 

Bi ~ 0. The amplitude of the density variation can be determined 

b:y the us~e.r via the specification of the Ai coefficients. There 

are four options for the determination of the A. coefficients: 
. . 1 

ITA = -2. Do not use this option for p~_oblems with a restraint~ 

The Ai. coefficients are calculated by the program (subroutine 

NEWDEN) to bring about a speci.fied fractional change in the func

tional to be extremized. This change is a fraction. of the maximum 

poss ib.l~ __ f..µnctional v aria ti on towards its extremum [the term P 8 

of Eq. (36)], as predicted by first order perturbation theory~ 

The fraction is specified by the user in the 12* array of SWIF 

input. If used for a problem with a bilinear functional restraint, 

SWIF interpreted this option as ITA = -1. 
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ITA = -1. This option is similar to the previous c;me except that 
J 

the 12* array specifies the absolute change in the functional. 

careful not to ask for too la!ge a change in the· functional. 

ITA = O. The Ai coefficients are calculated by the program to 

bring a.bout a specified change in the material density: the 

Be 

maximum absolute _density change is specified in the 12* array (the 

value fo~ the ISKth material is disregarded by the program) • This 

. opti.on ·should not be used with the IBO = 1 option. ·i 

!TA= N, N = 1~2,3, ••.. The value of the A. coefficients are 
' l. 

specified by the user · (12*). · When N > 1 the program repeats the 

.density change calculations N times. Before each new series of 
. !) 

calculations (excluding the first one) the program· multiplies the 

A. coefficients used for the previous calculations by a factor 
. l. 

of 10. · 

The method for the calculation of the A. and B. coefficients 
' ' l. l. 

·is- determined- by. the IBO option (see Sec. 10). When IBO = O, 

the .coefficients of the different materials .are independent. When 

• IBO = 1, it is assumed that Bi/B·1 = A.lJ/A1 . The coefficient A1 is 

to be specified so as .to determine the desired amplitude of density 

· va:riation. The IBO = 1 option should not be used with the ITA = 0 

-opt.ion. When IBO = O, the ITA = -1, -2 options take: the A1 coef

ficient as a constant coefficient for all the materials (disregard-

ing the specified value of A., i > 1) ~ 
l. 

Convergence Test - ICT 

There' are four options for testing the convergence of the 

iterative op~imization calculations: 
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ICT = -'l.· The· convergence.test is performed with themaximum 

·pos.sible variation in the furictional towards its extrernurn [the 

term P 8 of Eq~ 36] as predicted.·by p·ert'urbation theory. calcula

tions. When the value of P 8 is. not larger than . E 1 ., · ~onvergence has 

been reached. DQ not u~e this for problems witha·restraint. 

ICT = 0 ~ No convergenc.e test : is made. 

ICT = 1,2.· T~e.convergence test is based on the maximum relative 

deviation of the SEF. In the ICT -· 1 option,. convergence is reached 

when: 

i = 1,2, ••• ISK - 1 

Qmax. d min . . .. 
·where e,i an Qe,i are, re13pectively, the maximum and minimum 

. . . 

values of the SEF for the functional to be extremized and the'ith 

· isotope. · If Q . = constant for al.l zones· (a weight functional, 
e Ii 

for ~x.arnple), this convergence test ,is ignored. 

In ~he_ICT = 2 option, .the convergence test is: 

l ~Qe,i./Qc,i)zone of ~(Qe,i 
· max Q . · e, i 

.i . =. 1, 2 I • ~ • ISK -1. 
' . .. 

This option cari be· used oiliy fo.r problems involving. a restraint . 

. In both the IC.T = 1 .. or 2 opt;ions,: tne. cdnvergence t,est .for 

a given material is skipped. in· c:tny zone in which the material has. 
. . 

reached orie of.its dehsity limit~~ 

· The convergence cri.teria E; are ·defined in t.he 51* array. of 
: . . . l. . . 

SWIF input.· These criteria are to b.e ·specified for the. ISK - l 

materials.for INF functionals .. When ICT = -1 only one value, .the 

first one ·in the 51* array, is used.· 

< g. 
i . 
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Density Deviation Check - EPDEN 

When the absolute.difference between the density and the 

density limits (either maximum or minimum} is smaller than EPDEN, 

the density is assumed to be at its limit. If in a given zone 

this limit is reached for all materials of variable concentration, 

·this zone is excluded from the search for the optimum density· 

distripution in the itera~ioris that follow. 

In the course of a series of optimization calculations it 

may be desireable to reinclude, in the search for the optimum 

density distribution, OI?-e or all the zones in which the density 

came within EPDEN of its limit. This can be accomplished by 

changing the value of EPDEN to be smaller than the difference 

between the actual density and the density limits. 

Scale Factor for Adjoints - ADSCAL 

All the ·moments of the adjoint function calculated by ANISN 

are multiplied by this factor prior to use by SWIF. This option 

enables one to adjust the normalization. factor for the adjoint 

l (if, for some reasons, it was not set correctly for the ANISN 

calculations}. Usually this factor should be set to 1.0. The 
. ) 

re.scaled adjoint flux and angular moments can be printed by SWIF. 

Functional Type Specification - IOl {3$} 

The first functional has to be the functional to be extremized; 
I 

At least one functional has to be a bilinear functional. All other 

SWIF data has to be specified consistently with.the order of the 

\ functionals. 
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f 

Material Specifications - !SAS (4"$) ,· ITS {"5$:), LAS (6$"), LTD (7$) 

The user should·decide· upon_the sequence of mat~rials for 

SWIF. · In ·determining. this sequence one should follow these rules_: 

(1) The first.ISK materials should be the· ones with variable· 

concentration. 

(2) The ISKth material is.the one the previous materials 

are substituted fo~, in.calculating the substitution effectiveness 

f unctioris. · 

(3) The sequence of the first (ISK-1) materials, and of the 

(ISK + 1) to ISD materials, can be arbitrary. 

Once the sequence.of materials is determined, all input 

specifications (cross. sections, densities, A. coefficients, etc.) 
1 . 

should be_ given in _the same sequence. 

The !SK rnateriais can include materials not included in the system, 

and hence, not included in. the ANISN input. The inclusion .of 

such materials can be useful for effectiveness calculations. If 

included, their a·ensities (11*) should be negligible .. 

Arr.ays 5$ and _6$ can include any of the ISD materials. 

Array 7$ specifies.the !SK materials. (In this arr~y~ the 

XSECLIB library ID.for all (JI.+ 1) components of a given material 

have to b,e specified, . P 
0 

th;rough_ P JI..) 

( ' : 

Material: D$nf;ities - DOMZ ( 8*) , DMX ( 9*) , DMN (10*) , DP (11 *) 

'Fhe atomic densities are specified by zone in uni ts. of .. , . -1 .. 
(cm x barn) . The atomic densities ·of the first material are 

specified for every zone , followed by the atomic densities of the 

second material, and so on. The DOMZ array gives the density the 

.material would have were it to occupy all the volume fraction 
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available in the given zone for the materials.of variable concentra-

tion. In zones for which DOMZ = 0.0 the corresponding material is 

excluded from the search for optimal distribution. 

The DMX and DMN arrays give the maximum and minimum density, 

respectively., that the material can have in a given zone. They 

are to be determined. in accordance with the problem. When IDN = 1 

and ISK > 2 set DMX(ISK) = DOMZ(ISK). This will assure preserva-

tion of the constraint of total volume fraction. 

The DP array gives the actual density distribution 

·corresponding to a given system. The data for the first ISK 

materials in this array will be changed during the optimization 

procedure by SWIF. The DP array should. be specified for all ISD 

materials. The. initial densities of any of the ISK-1 materials 

should differ from the corresponding density limits by more than 

EPDEN (unless EPDEN equals zero) • 

Weight Coefficients - WF(l3*) 

Weight coefficients are to be specified ·.(only when INF > · ISA) 

by interval for all ISD materials of variable concentration. For 

materials that do not contribute to the weight functional weight 

coefficients of zero.should be specified. In most problems the 

weight coefficients are interval independent. 

Material Sequence for Activities - XMF(48$) 

Array 48$ is required only when SWIF is to modify the 38* 

array of ANISN. In location N of the 48$ arra,y, enter the SWIF 

sequence number for the material-an activity of which is called 
' 

for in the same location N of the ANISN 38* array. Only sequence 

. :I 
., 
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numbers corresponding to the ISK materials of variable ·concentra-

tion are to be specified in the 48$. array. Enter z~ro for 

a6tivities of any material other than these. 

Cross Section Libraries 

The data libraries XSECLIB and ACTVLIB are assumed to be in 

·the ·format of standard ANISN binary libraries. This consists of 

one or more pairs of FORTRAN "unformatted'~ records (description 

and data) plus a terminator record. Each pair is written into 

the library on unit #L with the FORTRAN statements: 

WRITE(L) NG, NP, NC, MARKER, (NAME(K), K ~ 1, 12) 

WRITE (I.) [(X(I,J) I I = 1, NP) I J = 1, NG] 

Here X (I,J) is a matrix, e.g., of ANISN cross sections, dimensioned 

NP by NG, with "MARKER" as its ID # in the library and a 

48-character ''NAME." The control number NC should ordinarily be 

zero; the terminator record (logical end-of-data) is a dummy 

description with NC = 7. .ANISN and SWIF ·1ook in XSECLIB ·for trans-

port cross section matric~s dimensioned IHM by IGM; SWIF looks 

in ACTVLIB for cross section vectors with NP = 1. 

The cross sections used for the calculation of the activities 

in ANISN should be the same cross sections used for ·calculating 

the adjoint source term for the corresponding reactions. This 

will assure that the nucleonic characteristics calculated by 

ANISN in the density distribution (flux) and probability (adjoint) 

spaces will be identical. 
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7. OUTPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 

The output starts with the print out of the options specified 

for DRIVER. Then the cards processed by SHUFFL are printed unless 

a SHUFFL control card has requested otherwise. 

The ca.rd images read by ANISN and 'SWIF. from their .input files 

can be printed by judicious use of the. "O" option code of the 

PPL-FIDO card scanner. The.switch which requests this card 

.echoing is initially off, but may be tur.ned on .~i th a "+10" option: 

code; a "-10" option code.will turn it back off. 

For the output of ANISN the reader is referred to the ANISN 

user'~ manual. The SWIF output is described briefly below. The 

SWAN 'sample case (Sec. 8) illustrates the output formats. 

(1) ANISN title card and integer parameters (array 15$) 

are printed. · 

(2) SWIF integer parameters (1$) and floating point 

parameters (2*) are printed. 

(3) If colwnn 1 of the SWIF title card is T, addressing 

.Parameters for the comlnon block .MUCHO are printed. 

(4) If colwnn 2 of the SWIF title card is T, the scalar 

flux and higher flux·moments (up to the order Jl corresponding to 

the PR, approxi~ation> .. are~_.print.ed. 

(5)· If colwnn.3of the SWIF title card is T, the angul~r 

moments of the adjoint solut·ions are printed. These moments are 

' the ones calculated by ANISN as muitiplied throughout by EDSCAL. 

(6) If column 4 of· the SWIF title card is T, the adjoint 

angular moments are reprinted, but this time inverted with respect 

to the e~ergy group structure and wi~h respect to the direction of 
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angular variable •. · This transforms the ANISN adjoints, which are 

calculated in inverted order,· back to the physically meaningful 

order, in which form they are used in SWIF. 

C7r If column 5 of the SWIF title card is T, the cross 

sections from the ACTVLIB library (for ISAS materials) and the 

cross sections from the XSECLIB library (for ISK materials) are 

printed out. 

(8) If column 6 of the SWIF title card is T, tables of the 

terms used for calculating the effectiveness functions are 

printed out. Th_e data of these tables is arranged (horizontally) 

in the following order (from left to right) : 

I interval number 

NB number of functional 

NA number of bilinear functional 

NI number of material of variable concentration 

IG energy group number 

AC isotropic· component of the AC term [Eq. (22)] 

BC isotropic component of the BC term [Eq., (24)] 

cc isotropic component of the CC term [Eq. (29)] 

ISCT maximum order (i) of the Pi approximation used 

AC ·sum of ·all i~n· components of AC [Eq. (22)] 

BC sum of all.·. i, n components of BC [Eq. · ( 24)]] · 

The above data is u·seful for d~bugging purposes. It can also 

be useful as the basis for perturbation an~ sensitivity calcula-

tions. 

Output items (7) and (8) are printed in pairs·, m~terial by 

material •. The sequence of output items (5) - (8) are repeated 

for every bilinear functional. 
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(9) The isotropic <?omponenfs and' the anisotropic components 

of the effectiveness functions. are printed by interval for every 

material and for every bilinear functional. 

(10) These are followed by the print out.of the effectiveness 
. ·. . .· . 

functions and of the substitut:iion·effectiveness functions. The 

last row.of the first table gives the.integrated .(over all the 

volume) effectiveness function. 

(11) Following is a print out of perturbation parameters. 

For details about these parameters, c0nsult Sec. 10. The inter-

. pretation of the parameters printed a:s "max1mum functional changei' 

and "absolute maximum functional chan9'e" ~hoq.ld ·be Il\ade with care.· 

These changes are computed for each functional, postulating 

density changes subject to the density constraint but not to the 

restraint functional. Changes in both t.he functional to be 

. 'extremized and the restraint functional (if any) are computed. If 

j:~e problem is a maximization one (IMM.= l); the greates.t incr.ease. 

in each functional is comp:uted, whereas.the greatest decrease is 

calculated in a minimization problem. 

This is theend of SWIF output when the option for effectivenes~· 

·calculation (IEF = l) is used. The rest of.the output .data is 

· 6orinected with ~he density variation~ 

(12) Results from convergence tests ·are ·printed. 

· (13) Values of densit:'y variation co.e£f.ic.ients Ai and Bi a:nd 

·listed followed by arrays of old dens:lties, new densities and· -- .·-.-
reiative density variation •. If the new density distribution 

exceeds one of the·p~escribed limits, the density distr'ibution is 

. adjusted according to th.e option specified in the input, and the 

density tables,are reprinted. 
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When ITA ·= N > 0 , .. the above data. is repeated N times •. After 

each iteration the value of the Ai coefficient~ ·is. increased .by a.· 

factor of 10. This opt:i,ori is ·provided for survey calculations 

that are aimed at providing a. guide for the determi~ation of the 
\ 

value of the. Ai coefficients to be used for the optixrttzation. 
\, 

Usually this option 'is used ·with the IEF = 

IMAX = 1 option. 

(14) When the IEF = O, IMFL = 0 options are used, the 

density ·dependent inpu·t data arrays can be printed out as 

specified in columns 11·- 20 of the SWIF title card • 

.. . .. . 
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8. S~LE PROBLEM 

A listing of the input data cards for a.sample problem is 

given .below. The data is arranged in three sections: DRIVER 

input (cards 1-3), ANISN input (cards 4-78), and SWIF ipput 

(cards 79-99). The sample problem is characterized as follows: 

Cl) A slab geometry, 80 cm wide, with 16 intervals and· 

16 zones. 

(2) The. s 4 - P1 approximation is used. 

( 3) Eight energy groups. 

(4) The mediiim is composed of three materials, one of 

. which has a fixed density. 

(5) The problem is considered to be an optimization 

problem. One iteration is called for. 

' ' .. 

(6) There is no ~estraint. 

(7) /BULKBU/ requires 5333 words,. 

/MUCHO/ requires 19.46 words. 

. ~·· .... 

i 
1 

' i ., 
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1 > SAMPLE PROBLEM - DEIVER .INPUT 
2> 1 2 0 1 1 

·3 >''% +51 
4 > S~MPLE.PROBLEM 
5 >+ 10 . 

· ANISN FLUX 

. ' 

DATA 

6 > , 5$ $ 1 0 1 4 1 l 0 16 16 0 8 ] L 11 120 0 7 37 1 0 1 0 0 50 
7 > 4 o: 4 1 1 0. 0 0. 4 .1 3 0 
8 >16** 2NO.O 0.00001 _4RO.O 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.00001 3RO.O 
9 >13$$ 21 22 33 34 93 9~ 95 T 

10 >17** 1.0 FO.O T 
11 >3** ·16R1.0 FO.O 
12 > T 
13 >1** 8RO. 0 
14·>~** 1510·.o so.o 
15 >5** 8Hl.O 
16 > 6* . 
17 > 7•·. 
18 >3$$ 1411 16 
19 >9$$ 2R8 10 

o.o 
-.9367418 

0.1666667 
-.8688903 

20 > 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30· 
21 > 32 34 36 

ff.J33333J 
-.Jsoc212·· 

0.33333~3 
0.3500212 

22 >10$$ 4R8 4ij9 4R10 4R11 . 4R12 4R1J 4R14 4R15. 4R16 4R17 
23 > 4R19 4820 . 4R21 qR22 4R23 4R24 4R25 ~R26 4R27. 4B28 
24 > 4R30 . 4RJ1 4R32 4R33 . 4R34 4R35 4R3& _4R37 
25>11$$ 0613 0724 14Q8 
26 >"3 +21X 12** 
27 >12** o.o 0.0345 . 0.00001 0.0139 29Q4 
28 )mt% +51X 
29 >19$$ 16R1 
30 >21** 1~0E-15 F1.0 
31 >12** o.o 0.0345 0.00001 0.0139 29Q4 
.32 >"'% +51X 
33.>19$$ 16R1 

.0.1666667 
0.8608903 

4R 18 
4R29 

I 
~ 
l.O 

. I 
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34 >21** 1~oa~1s 11.0 
~ 35 >22$$ -1 -3 -5 -6 

36 >23$$ 1 1 3 1 
J 1 ) Ii% + 2 1 )( ·. 
38 >38** . 
39 >O.O·. 15R0.00001 O.~ 15R0.0139 0.0 15R0.0345 1Q16 
40 >"% +51X 
41 >29$$ , 7 3Q2 
42 >T 
4 3 >CASE. END 
44 > SUtPLE·PROBLEM ANISN ADJOIN·r DATA 
45 >15$$ 1 1 1 4 1 1 0 15 16 0, 8 3 4 11 120 0 7 37 1 0 1 0 0 50 
46 > 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 1 J 0 
47 >16** 2RO.O 0.00001 4RO.O 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.00)0'1 3-RO.O T 
48 >13$$ 21 22 33 34 93 94 95 T 
49 >'1% + 21 x 
50 > l7** 
51 >O.O 15R0.010257 
52 ·>O.O ··15R0.012159 
53 >O.O 15R0.0009903 
54 >0.6 lSR0.0007638 
55 >O.O 15R0.002413 
56 >O.O 15R0.007080 
57 >-O.O 15R1.28966 
58 ->16!10.0 
59 >"% +51X 
60 >T 
61 >3** 16R1.0 FO.O 
62 > T 
63 >1** 8.RO.O 
64 >4** 1510.0 80.0 
65 >5** SR 1. 0 
66 > 6• o.o 0.1666667 0.3333333 0.3333333 0.1666667 

I 
U1 
0 
I 
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67 > 7* -.9367418 -. 8688903 · - •. 350C212 0.3500212 ·o. 8688903 
68 >8$$ 1411 16 
69 >9$$ 2R8 10 
70 > 1·2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 JO 
71 > 32 34 36 
72 >10S$ 4R8 4R9 4R10 4R11 4R12 4R13 4R14 4R15 4R16 4R17. 4118 
73 > IJR19 4R20 4R21 4B22 4R23. 4R24 4R25 4 R26 4R27 4R28 4R2.9 
74 > 4R30 4R31 4R32 4R33 4R34 -4R35 4R36 LIR37 
75 >11$$. 0 6 1 3 0 7 2 ~ 14Q8 
76.>"~ +21X 12** 
77 >T 
78 >~ND OF ANISN CASES 
79 >11 % +52 
80 >?FPFFPFFFF0444400000 
81 >•10 

SAMPLE PROBLEM 

82 >1$$ 1 1 1 2 2 0 -2 1 -1 PO 
83 >:2** .00001 · 1.0 FO.O T 
84 >3$$ 0 
85 >4$$ 1 T 
86 >5$$ 2 
87 >6$$ 751 
88 >7$$ 21 22 94 ·95 

.89 >8** 0.0 15R0.0927 0.0 15R0.0345 
90 >3** 0.0 15R0.0927 0.0· 15R0.0345 

·91>10** FO.O 
92 >"% +22X 
93 >11** 0.0 15R1.1E-5 0.0 15R0.0345 
94 >"% +52X 
95 >12** 0.1 
96 .>51** 0.05 
97 > T 
98 >~8$$ 1 0 2 2 
qg > T 

SilF DATA 
. I 

U1 
...... 
I 
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9. PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 

All the routines in SWAN have been written in IBM-360 FORTRAN 

for the H-level compiler. The actual compilations have been made 

with the H.:..Extended-Plus Compiler for the 360/91, but this was done 

only to produce more efficient object code. 

Memory Size Requirements 

The variable array dimensioning scheme used in ANISN to mini-

-
mize.memory requirements has been carried. over to SWIF. By over-

laying the ANISN common/BULKBU/with the SWIF common/MUCHO/it has 

been found that SWAN requires no larger memory than ANISN alone. 

The complete overlay structure for SWAN is shown in Fig. 2 

below. :tt consists of a root segment containing the DRIVER program, 

a first level overlay containing the ANISN or SWIF control programs 

and common, and second level overlays containing the routines for 

the various options within ANISN or within SWIF~ All routines not 

explicitly located in an overlay are placed in the root segment. 

==========(ROOT SEGMENT)========== 

DRIVER and SHUFFL 

plus all routines not explicitly listed below 

---,-.--------(OVERLAY LEVEL. l) ________ _ 

AN I SN 

CONTROL 

BULKBU 

SKPBUF 

__ (OVERLAY LEVEL 2) __ _ 

SWIF 

SETUP 

MU CHO 

SWFOUT 

INPOUT 

EFFOUT 

NEWOUT 
PLSNT 

TP 

ADJNT 

TAPE 

WOT8 

S804 

S805 

S814 

S966 

GUTS 

OT 

CELL 

S807 

S810 

S821 

S824 

S833 

S851 

FINPR 

FINPRl 

PUN SH 

XTROUT 

BT 

SUMARY 

FACTOR 

FEWG 

WATE 

(OVERLAY. DEVEL 3') __ _ 

EFFECT 

UNIT3 

NBWDEN 
NEWRAY 

DENTAB 

SOURCE 

MIX 
. PUFIDO 

Fig. 2. The overlay structure of SWAN. 
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The memory. size required. to execute SWAN with this overlay.·.: 

struc
1
ture on the· IBM/360 has been approximately :(in bytes) the 

larger of (102,000 +· 4 x words-' in /BULKBU/) .or (99,000 + 4. x words·. 

in. /MUCHO/) , plus I/O Buffe~s. The sizes. of /BULKBU/. and /MUCHO/ . 
. . 

are· set by the declarations. in the subroutines ANISN and SWIF, 

respectively.. It is up to the user. to run only those .cases which! 

fit his.compiled v~rsion of SWAN. 

The. number of words required in /BULKBU/ by a. given set of .. 
data will be approximately.the larger qf: 

{a) (MCR + MTP') * IHM * 
else 1 

if ID2 
= ol 

IIGM if IDATl t 2) 
or. (b) [IM * (JT + .i) + MM] * 

else 1 

if ·IDATl 
. + [IHM * MT + IPQM] * 

else 1 

+ [ISCT·+ 3* JT +·ID3 +·6* MM+ 14] *IM 

where 
.. ·· 1IPM ··*- MM if IPM t 0 l 

IPQM.=:=. or.IM. if IQM t .O- and the other symbols are 

defined in the ANISN input section • 
. i 

Similarly, the number of· words needed for /MUCHO/ will be 

approximately: . 
.. . . 

' I 

500 + (8* ISK + 4) * lZM 

+ [~15 ~ ID3) * ISK + 4] * IM 

+ [(ISA+ 1) * JT *IM+ (ISCT + l.) *IHM]. *.IGM 

' . 
/'" 
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The exact number of words required for a particular case will 

be indicated in the. ANISN and SWIF output. If th.e approximate 

formulas given above.are not satisfactory, these exact sizes may 

be ·found ahead of time by running.the auxii"iary program "SIZERS". 

and supplying·· as input on unit s. the following data in NAMELIST 

format: 

&PARAMS INF = n, ISK = n, ISO = n, 
ISA = n, ISAS (1) = n, ISAS(ISA) = n, 
ISCT = .. n, ISN = n, IGE = n, 
IBL n, 

.. 
IBR = = n, IZM = n, IM = .n, 

IGM = n, IHT = n, IHS = n, ·IHM = n, 
MS = n, MCR = n, MTP = n, MT = n, 
IDFM = n, IQM = n, IPM = n, 

·ro2 = n, ID3 = ·n, ID4 = n, 
IOATl = n, IDAT2 = n, IFG = n, 
IP.RT = n, &END 

The parameters have all been described in the ~NISN and SWIF input 

sections. More than one such na,melist may be input in orie run of 

SIZERS. 
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INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS . . 

At least 14 I/O unlt ntimbers are used by SWAN: .as indicated 

in Fig. 1. Additional units may be specified to satisfy input 

redi:i;-ection requests (X or y·options) by the PPL-FIDO card scanner. 

Format descriptions and IBM/360 JCL examples of the basic units 

will be given below • 

Unit 5: 

Unit 6: 

unit 7: 

. This is the input unit from which the basic data 

cards are read. It is assumed to supply 80-column 

... card images. 

//FTOSFOOl DD 

This is .the printed output ·unit, and .is assumed to be 

a· line printer. accepting a carriage control character 

and 132 printing columns. 

//FT06FOO.l DD SYSOUT = A 

This is the punched output unit, and is·assumed to 

punch 80-column. cards. 

//FT07F001 DD SYSOUT = B 

Units 21, 22·, .51, .& 52: These are the ANISN and SWIF data input 

units. They (and others, if FIDO redirection is used) 

are ·written and read.as 80-column card images. They 

must.be rewindable, and have enough capacity to hold 

the ANISN and SWIF data cards. 

//FT21F001 DD Unit.= SYSDA, SPACE = (TRK, cs·, 5)), 

.DCB = (RECFM = .FB~ LRECL .= 80., 

BL.KSIZE = 7280) 
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· Uni ts 4 and 12: These are the cross section libraries XSECLIB 

and ACTVLIB. They must be produce.a by an auxiliary 

program, and should have structures appropriate to 

.FORTRAN "unfdrinatted" reads and writes. 

//FT04F001 OD DISP = (SHR, KEEP) , DSN = XSECLIB, 

UNIT= 2314, VOL= SER.= PPL789, 

DCB = (RECFM = VBS, LRECL = 7290, 

BLKSIZE = 7294) 

.Uni ts J and 30: These are the XTROUT and SWFOUT files which 

receive the new output of ANISN and SWIF as a se+ies 

of FORTRAN "unformatted" writes. Their contents and 

required sizes are described later in this section. 

(Unit 30 is· not required if SAVE = 0.) 

//FT03F001 DD DISP = (NEW, PASS), DSN = XTROUT, 

UNIT = 2314, VOL = SER = PPL789, 

DCB = (RECFM = VBS, LRECL = 7290, 

BLKSIZE = 7294) 

Units 1, 2, 8, & 9: These are scratch units required by ANISN 

(but not SWIF). They are.written and read "unformatted." 

//FTOlFOOl DD . UNIT= SYSDA, SPACE= (TRK, (100,100)), 

DCB = (RECFM = VBS, LRECL = 7290, 

BLKSIZE = 729·4). 

'.i 
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XTROUT 

The ANISN XTROUT option, tri'ggered by adding in 4 when 

computing IDl, dumps out mo~t of the ANISN input and· the raw 

computed fluxes. The successive dumps 'from stacked cases 

follow each other in the XTROUT file.· The following parameters 

not defined in ·the ANISN input are needed to describe the output · 

format: 

IP = number of points = IM + 1 

IHP = number of positions in internal cross section tables 

= IHM + 1 if there is upscattering ;. else = IHM 

MM = number of discrete angles 

= !SN + 1 for slab or sphere; 

= ISN* (ISN + 4)/4 for cylinder 

JT = 1 if ISCT = O; else = number of Legendre moments: 

ISCT for slab or sphere; 

ISCT* (ISCT + 4)/4 for cylinder 

MP = 1 if IPM = O; - MM if IPM # 0 

IMP = IM if IQM > 0; = I~M if IPM > 0 

DAT =date in AS.format: MM/DD/YY 

= time of ~ay. in AB format: 

= MS,· or = 1 if MS = 0 KS Be very car~:ful· if 

= ID3,· or = 1 if ID3 0 KID MS or MTP or ID3 = .0: 

= MTP, or = 1 if MTP = 0 KTP dummy arrays will be 

written 

,i 
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The following FORTRAN-like statements describe the output: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8 .• 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

.14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

WRITE (3) 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

T,DAT,TOD 

KFIX(36) 

FLT (14) 

XKI(IGM) 

FD (-IM) 

R(IP) 

VE(IGM) 

W(MM) 

DSN (MM) 

MA(IM) 

MZ(IZM) 

MB(KS) 

MC(KS) 

XMD(KS) 

MTT(KTP) 

.J5(IZM) 

RM(IZM) 

DF (IM) 

J3(KID) 

J4 (KID) 

IGT.(IGM) 

ART (!GM) 

ALFT(IGM) 

IFGP(S) 

T(l2) is the problem title 

15$ integer constants 

16* real constants 

l* fis.sion spectrum 

2* fission density guess 

4* radii 

5* velo.ci ties 

6* ·. quadrature weights 

7* ,quadrature cosines 

8$ zone .numbers 

9$ material numbers 

10$ mixing numbers 

11.$ component numbers 

12$ component densities·-

13$ ID'·S of materials on tape 

19$ order of scatter 

20* rad·ius modifiers 

21'* density factors 

22$ materials for activities 

23$ positions for activities 

.24$ diffusion~a~kers 

.25* right albedo 
\ 

26* left albedo 

.27$ few group parameters 

,C 



25. 

26 •. 

27. 

. 28 •. 

. "29. 

30. 

31 •. 

32. 
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,. 

WRITE (3) · IFGG ( IGM) · 28$ few group numbers 

II J6(2,KID) 29$ activity group . 1 irni ts. 

II V(IM) 30* interval volumes 

II AA (IP) 31* boundary areas· 

II . WP (MM)-· '32* . weight*cosine .. 

II MR(MM) 33$ index of reflection angle 

II .PNC (MM, JT) 34* Legendre coefficients 

II .CF (IM, KID) '38* activity densities 

DO .1 'J ""' .1, IGM ~· .. 

WRI~E ( 3 ) (XN (I , J) , I = 1 , IM ) 

WRITE (3) '. (B (M,~), M = 1, MM.) 

WRITE (3) ( (XND(:i:,M,J), I = l, IP), 

·M = 1, MM) 

IF .CISCT.EQ.O) GO· TO l 

. WRITE ( 3) °c (XJ (I , L, J) , I = 1 , IM ) , . 

scalar. flux 

boundary flux 

angular flux 

L =. 1, JT) Legendre components 

1 CONTINUE 

DO 2 · J :;: :1, · IGM 

WRITE (1 or ·2) 

&. {(CRX°(I,J,K), I.= 1, IHP},K = 1, MT). cross sections -. ~ . . 

·rF (CIQM*IM + IPM*MM). EQ. O) GO TO 2 

. WRITE (1 or 2) 

·& ·((Q(M~I,J), .M = 1, MP), I = 1, IMP) 

" 2 . CONTINUE 

RETURN 

source 
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SWFOUT 

The SWIF SWFOUT option, tri9gered by setting SAVE =. 1, 

. dumps .out most of the SWIF. input and output. The followiJ:?-g 

·parameters not de.fined in the ANISN or SWIF input are needed 

to describe the output format: 

IP = number of points = IM + 1 

ISJ !SK - 1 

ISCTl = order of scattering x-sect expansion + l=ISCT + 1 
\ 

ISASUM = sum of entries in array !SAS'• {4'·$,). 

KID = ID3, . or 1 if . ID3 ~- 0 

DAY = date in AS format·: MM/DD/YY 

TIME = time of day in AS format:. HM.MM.SS 

JT = 1 if ISCT = O; else= number·of Legendre moments: 

ISCT for slab or sphere·; 

ISCT * · ( ISCT + .4) / 4 for cylinder . 

. · ... · ... · ..... 
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The following FORTRAN-like statements describe the output: 

1. 

2. 

3~ 

4. 

5. 

6. 

. 7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

. 1.5. 

16. 

i7. 

· ·10. 

.. 19. 

20'~ 

21. 

22. 

23. 

. 24. 

WRITE (30) 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" . 

" 
II 

" 
II 

II 

·" 
II 

" 

" 

" 
11. 

" 

" 

" 
II . 

II 

II 

" . 

SWTITL(l5) ,DAY,TIME SWTITL is title card for SWIF 

D(l),LIMl,INTAN(J6) LIMl is· length ·of MUCHO 

INT (12) 

FLT ( 6) 

SCOMON (18) 

KID, 

ICOMON (9) 
·• 

.DCOMON(3). 

INTAN integer constants (ANISN 15$) . 

1$ integer constants 

2* floating point constants 

common block SWIFCM 

= ID3, or 1 if ID3 = 0 

common block IDSWIF 

common block LRIVE 

I0l(INF) 3$ functional type 

ISAS(ISA) 4$ number of materials for each s+ 

IIS(ISASUM) 5$ sequence number for .above materials 

LAS(ISASUM) 6$ ACTVLIB ID for above materials 

LID (ISK, ISCTl)_ 7$ XSECLIB ID for ISK materials 

DOMZ(ISM,ISK) 8* max possible densities, by zone 

DMX (IZM, ISK) 9* .max permissible densities 

DMN(IZM;ISK) ·10* min permissible densities 

DP-(IZM, ISD) 

AA(ISJ) 

WF (IM, ISD,) 

· EPS (ISJ, INF) 

ACTOR(KID) 

V(IM) 

XN (IM, IGM) 

}CT (IM, IGM,JT) 

11*. actual densities 

12* density modification coefficients. 

13* weight-coefficients 

51* .convergence parameters 
. . 

48$ sequence number for 38* ·array 

volume by intervals 

scalar flux 

flux Legendre components 
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25. WRITE(30) XNA(IM,IGM,ISA) adjoint fluxes 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

3p. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

XJA(IM,IGM,JT,ISA) adjoint Legendre components 

AC(IM,ISK,ISA) AC component of eff. func. 

BC(IM,ISK,ISA) BC component of eff. func. 

CC(IM,ISK,ISA) ·cc compo_nent of eff. func. 

PER(8,ISK,INF) perturbation integrals 

H(IP,ISD,INF) perturbation parameters 

HR(IM,ISJ,INF) SEF by intervals 

BB (ISJ) Bi ~coefficients 

ACI (IM, ISK, ISA) iso:tropic component of AC 

BCI (IM, ISK I ISA) .isotropic component of BC 

VZ(IZM) volume by zones 

HRZ(IZM, ISJ, INF) SEF by zone 

DOM(IM, ISK) max possible density by intervals 

39. II RX(IZM,ISK) density limits indicators 

IF_(IEF.NE.O) GO TO 1 

40. WRITE(30) DN(IZM,ISD) 

1 CONTINUE 

new dens.i ty distribution 
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SWIF Subro~tines 

Th.e principal functions of the various SWIF subroutines are 
.· 

summarized below: 

SWIF: Allocates the maximum size for MUCHO and initializes 

MUCHO. ·arrays · to zero.. Rewinds I/O uni ts a·nd reads output option . 

. tables and title information (included in the. SW:tF title· card) •. 

Calls. S.ETUP·. 

SETUP: ·Reads ~ISN 15$ array '(integer parameters) from 

XTROUT and SWIF in~ut arrays 1$ ,· 2*, 3$, and 4$. Computes the 

relative addresses of MUCHO arrays and.the total size requir~d 
for this coi:nrclon'block. Reads in the rest of SWIF.iriput data. 

Calls· UNIT3 (to· read that part of· SWIF input· taken from X'i'ROUT) 

and reads-in cros~ sections from ACTVLIB (required for the adjoint 

' . source terms) • Tr.ansfers .control to EFFEC.T. .For optimization 

problems (IEF "= O), SETUP calls NEWDEN. If contents .of variable 

input· files are to.be.changed (IMFL.= ±1), NEWRAY is called. 

SETUP. also controls the preparation of the SWFOUT file (SAVE= 1) • 

. UNIT .3: Re~ds th.at part oi XTROUT . (including ANISN: input 

and output data)· required as input for SWIF. 

EFFECT: · T.his is the . heart. of SWIF. It calculates the 

effectiveness .. ":fun,:ctions and the perturbation parameter~. · It also 
c . 

reads the ·cross· se~tion tC3:bles from XSECL~B (materiai b.Y material) • · 

NEWDEN: Is ... th~ ·central subroutine responsible for defining 

the newden~.ity distributions in the iterative optimization 

procedure~ · . It+ per
1
fo:pns .convergence tests and ·calculate~ the new 

densiiy distributi6ns u~ing one of the several options specified 
I . 

. I 
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in the input. If the new densities exceed .the permissible 

limits, NEWDEN adjusts the density distribµtion. 

NEWRAY: Controls the preparation of the· density-dependent 

input arrays for ANISN and SWIF, using the new density distribu

tion defined by NEWDEN. NEWRAY can also be used to prepare the 

variable input arrays using the fixed arrays input (the IMFL =·-1 

option). The input arrays to be prepared by NEWRAY, as well as 

their output forms, are specified on the $WIF title card. 

DE_NTAB: Sets the variable array 38* , of ANISN and 11* of 

SWIF. 

SOURCE: Sets the source terms · (17*) for _the ANISN adjo.l,.nt 

runs. 

MIX: Sets the densities. in the mixing table of ANISN input .· 

(ai::ray 12*). 

PUFIDO~ Produces punched FIDO type images on the disk. 

SWFOUT, INPOUT, EFFOUT, and NEWOUT ! Are used . to prep_are 

I/O unit SWFOUT (if SAVE = 1). SWFOUT dumps SWIF ·input param- · 

eters. INPOUT dumps input arrays read into SWIF as FIDO input.· 

EFFOUT dumps ·the arrays used in and set by'EFFECT. NEWOUT dumps 

·the new densities set by NEWDEN. 

. I 
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10. CA.LCU:i;,ATIONAL PROCEDURES. 

This section summarizes the basic expressions used by SWAN 

for computing selec.ted 'quariti ties. The e~ergy variable is 

treated in the group formulation. 

Effectiveness Functions 

The effectiveness function is defined in. Eq. (6) • Iri formal 

notatiori this function can· be. ·written as follows: 

e <E) ~ -AC (r) + BC (r) +. cc <E) (13) 

where 
00 

AC(£) - !. dE 1 d~ <j>+(E_~E,.Q) ot(E) <j>(E_,E,rl) 

. 0 4TI . . . 

(14) 

(15) 

oo· 

Cr.(!,).~ f .nF. O"+(E)cp'(E_,E) . (16) 

0 

and cr+ (E) is useq for defining. the adjoint source term [Eq. (6)]: 

. + ... I 
S· lE_,E) = '-N

1
. c_r> u . <~> · L-J +,i . 

i 

. (17) 

In the above the subscripts for the type of functional (b) and . 

for the material (i) are omitted [excluding Eq. (17)]. · 

The·an~ui~r flux and adjoint distributions are now expanded 

. in. the spherical "harmonics y rnr: 
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L R, 

cf> (f_,E, Q) = L L <PR,~ (r ,E) Y tm·( Q). 

.R.=0 m=-t 

K 

cp+(f_,E,Q) = L 
k=O 

k 

E <t>~n:(f.,E) Ykn (Q) 

n=-k 

and using the orthonormality property: 

and the relation: 

the multigroup expression for AC can be written as follows: 

G. L R, 

AC(f.) = L L L (-l)m <t>im'c!) <t>1~m (!_) , 
g=l R.=O m=~.t 

where the flux moments are defined by: 

<t>im(f.) = f dQ <f>g(f_,g)YR:m<g> 

47T 

(18) 

(19) 

( 20) 

( 21) 

(22) 

( 23) 

The multigroup expression used for the· calculation of the 

BC term is: 

L 

BC(r) - L 
.11.=0 

4TI 
( 2.11.+l) 

g=l h=g_ 
(24) 
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In deriving this equation the differential scattering cross 

·section has been expanded into a Legendre polynomial series: 

where 

and. 

L 
og+h (µ)= ~ og+h 

s L.J st 
R.=O 

2.R.+l. fl . +h .. 
~ ·a~ (µ)PR.(µ)~µ 

-1 . . 

l' 

f PR.(µ) 
-1 

(25) 

(26) 

( 27) 

u.se is also made of the spherical harmonics addition theorem: 

where µ is g• QI I the cosine. of the polar 

directions n and QI• 

The multigroup expression for the 

G 

C~(£) = I:. a; <j>g(r) · 
g=l·. 

where ·¢9 (E_) is the scalar flux. '. 

cc 

( 28) 

angle ·.between the two 

term [Eq. U6 > 1 is: 

The moments of the flux and of the adjoint distributions · 

[<j>~ (r). and "<1> +g (r) j a.re calculated routinely by ANISN and are 
ivm - . R.m -

transferred from ANISN to SWIF via the· XTROUT file. The ANISN 

adjoirit moments are inverted·in SWIF before being used for the 

r.n 1 r.ulation of the the effectiveness fun·c;tions. The inversion, 
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.both in .the energy- and. in. the angular:- variables.,. is: done as 

. fol:l:ow.s: 

.. 
,.,!'gm(r) = (-l) t+m (<f>+(G-g+l)] · · 
'+' JY • R.m ANISN • (30) 

. ih.~-~ ..... _:inY.er~ion." -produce~ .. \~'e'·j)hysically m~aningful adjoi??-t ~" 

The cross. sections r~ .and cr~;h are the standard ANISN .cross. 

sections. ·The cr~oss sec'tions cr';. -.~~;- . the ·calc;:uiatio~ .-o·fi the 

adjoint source term are to be selected in accordance with the 

physical meaning of the adjoint solution. They are to be 

obtained.from ACTVLIB. 

The substitution effectiveness function is obtained from . 

the effectiveness functions [Eq. (13)] according to its definition 

in Eq. (10). 

Perturbation Parameters 

SWIF calculates (subroutine EFFECT) the following perturba

tion parameters (listed in the order in which they are printed 

out) : 

(a) The variation in the value of the functional due to 

1% increase in the atomic density in the interval:. 

f dr 
interval 

e. (r)N. (r)/100 
l. - l. -

I i .= 1,2, ••• I, I+ 1 ••• J 

(31) 

where J is the total number of materials that contribute to the 

functionals (ISD) and I is the number of materials with variable 

concentration (ISK) • The last row (interval "IM + l") . in the 

tables gives the total contribution of the material to .the 

.1 
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reaction rate of intere~t: 

G 

·fdr N .·(r) ··" . crg . <j>g.(r) 
- . 1 - ~ +,1 .. (32) 

·g=l 

A summa.tion of· :Eq. (32) for ali the·. ~a~erial~. gives the· value of. 

the ·nucleoriic. characteristic as ·calculated using the reaction...: 

rate formulation •. 

. 0. 
Zones for .. which .N., =· 0 (DOMZ =' :O) do. not . contribute to the. 

1 

perturbation. parameters~···· For the purpose of perturbation· cal-

culations it is allowabl'e to define fictitious. densities •. 

(b) The integrated (total) effectiveness function: 

( 33) 

• 

A similar quantity is printed also as the last row (interval 

IM + 1) .of the Effectiveness Function (H) print out. The latter 

val.ue, however, includes also contribution from intervals for 

.which N? ,;,, o~ 
l. 

C cl P 3 = J .dE... ei ( E...> Ni ( r )/ 1 o ·o . , · i = 1 , 2 , · ••• :i:: ( 3 4 ) 

. (d) The· same as Cc). but including contributions from zones 
.. 

for whic~ e. (r) > O. 
1 - . 

P 
2
· ' ·~ f: · dr Q. • ( r) i = 1 , 2 , ••• I-1 

. ~ 1.-

i.»4. ·~ ;· dr Qi (r).N~~)/100 . i "" 1~2 ,". ~. I-1 

(e) ( 35) 

(f) . (36) 

. · (g) The same as (.f) but including contributions from 
I 

Qi{!.) > o:orily. 

(h) : Maxinuim. possible functional variati.on . due to the 
"th .. 

substitl;ltiori of a given. mate.rial for the I--- material. ·For a 

maximum·problem: 
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P 4 = f d£ Qi {r) [~ax(r) - Ni{£)] 

+ f d£1 Qi(£) I [Ni (r) - ~in(r)] 

for· Q. Cr) > o 
l. -, 

for Q.·(r) < 0 
l. - . 

i = 1,2, ••. I-l 

(i) Total possible variation in the functional 

(37) 

( 3 8) 

where Q*(r) ~N*(r) is selected for each zone from among all the 
-. I 

I-1 isotope~ to give the maximum contribution to the functional 

variation at r. 

Determination of New Density Distribution 

There are four major steps in the determination of the new 

density distribution: Determination of the A. coefficients, . 1 

determination of the B. coefficients, the calculation of the new 
l. . . . - . 

density distributions [see_Eq. (12)), and readjustment of the new 

density distributions if they have overflowed the specified derisi~y 

limits. 

There are two basic options for the definition of the 

coefficients A. and B.: 
l. l. 

(1) The Bi coefficients are independent of each other. 

This is the approach of Abagyan et al. (For details see Ref. [l)). 

(2) There are different Ai and Bi coefficients for each. 

material but the relation B./B. = A./A. is satisfied for all 
l. J l. J 

the materials. 
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Option 1 (IBO = 0) 
. . th 

The density varia:tion at: the n-. - iteration is calculated 

from the expression: 

n n n-1 n 0n.-l. (r) n n-1 oN. (r) ::: N. (r) - N. (r) . = .A. + B .. Q . (r) 
1·- 1- 1.- ....;.. .. · 1 e,1 .. - .1 c,1- ( 3 9) 

w1th oN1:1 (r) of Eq. (39) the variation of the·. :i;estraint becomes:. 
1 -

I-1 ' f n 0n-l. (.r) 0n-l. (r) · · · n n-1 n-1 · dr [A. + B.Q . (r)Q . (r)] 
. - 1· c., 1 - e; l. - 1 c, 1 - c, 1 -

i=l 

(40) 

The coeff{cients B~: are determined to q_ ive oFn . - 0, that is: 
i ~,i 

B1.1 = -A~(f dr Qn-~(r) Qn-~(r)]/[f dr Qn-~(r) 2 ] 
. 1 1 c,1 - e,1 - . c,1 - . ( 41) 

.. i = 1,2, .•• I-l 

For problems with no re.straints the B1.1 coefficients are set. to 
1 

zero • 

.. -The three option~; for the. calculation of the A~. coefficients 

(in the ~6urth optiori, ~rTA = N, ·th~s~ coefficients are used.as 

_specified in the: ;input)"~ are: 

(a) · !TA.== O 
·. . . . .. n' ... 
Inserting B. · · [Eq. (4.l)] back into Eq. · (39) one g~ts: 

. . . •1 ,· :· 

. 8N1.'1 (r) [ Qn~~ (rl 
f dr Qn-~1r)Qn-~(r) 

n-1 ] .n - c,1 - e,i -= A. 
dr [Qn-~ (r)] 2 Qc,i<E) . l 

·1· - 1 · e,1 - .I - c,1 -

'The A+! ~oeffici~:n:ts are calculated by SWAN using Eq. ·(42) as 
1 

follows: 

{ 42) 
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Ar: = ar: I [on-~ (r ) i i e,i -m 

n-1 n-1 J dr Q .. (.r.) Q . . (r) 
c,i - e,i -. ( 4 3) 

where ~ designates the zone in which the density change will be 

the maximum. (in absolute value)· ai;id a~ are the input data 

specified in the 12* array. 
n .. · 

The value of a. should be the maximum J . . 

density change desired for material i at the nth iteration (in 

the units used for the material densities). 

(b) ITA = -1 

With Eq. (42) for the density variation, the fetal variatio~ 

in the functional to be extremized becomes: 

I-1 

L 
i=l 

Ar: ( fa~ [ Q n- ~ ( r) ] 2 
i Jc.- e,i -

The program assumes for ITA = -1 and ITA : -2 that A~ = An 
l. 

constant. This coefficient is calculated as follows: 

I-1 · . 

An = a~/ L ( faE_[Q~~~ (r)] 2 

i=l' . 

(44) 

(45) 

The value of a~ should be the absolute change desired for the 

functional (to first order) to be extremized, at the nth iteration. 

It should be given in absolute value and ·in the uriits used for 

the functional. 
·n 

The rest of the a. (i ~ 1) entries of the .12* . 
. l. 

array are disregarded. 
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(c) ITA = -2· 

In this option the.An of Eq. (45) is multiplied by P 8 

[Eq. (38)]: the m~ximum possible variation of the functional 

to be extremized (in the.direction of its optional value} as· 

predicted by ·first order perturbation theory~ 
n 

The value of a 1 

fo.r this option should be the fraction of the maximum possible 

functional variation. 

Option 2 (IBO = 1) 

This option.assumes that 

A 1:1 /A nl = Bnl.. /Bnl· 
. 1 

i1 = Tl • 
1 

(46) 

With these relations the equations corresponding .to Eqs. (40) -

( 45) are revised as follows: 

oFn = An 
c 

where An 

B1:1 = -A1:1 . 1 1 . 

= An 
- . 1 and Bn -

r ... 1 

L n1:1 J dr 1 -
i=l 

I-1 

""' nn1·J·aE. [Qn~~) r} J 2 L-i c,1 -
i-1 (47) 

n . 
Bl. 

r-·1 

Qn-~(r}Qn-~(r)/ L nJ [Qn-~(r}]2· n: dr C·,1 - e,1 - . 1 - . c,i. -
. i=l ( 4 8) 

i = 1,2, •.. r-1 

(49) 

.i = 1,2, ... I-l 
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(a) ITA = 0 

A~ 
l. 

I-l n · n-1 n~l 
[I n. f dr Q .·(r)Q .. (r)] ) . 1 i - c.,.i - e,.i - . . 1 

·.· ... ~-·=~!-.-: ----------- Q~~i.(Ero) • 

{r ~~ f dr[Qn-~ir>J 2} 
i=l i - c,.i -

The coefficients a~ are to b.e specified by· the user so that 
l. 

(b) ITA·=.-1 

An - an11(>: n~fdr [Qn-~ (r)] 2 
i - e,i -

i=l . 

·(c) !TA= -2 

I-1 
[~ n~ fdr Qn-~(r)Qn-~(r)] 2 

i=l i - c,i - e,i 

I-1 
{r n~ 
. 1 l. i= 

(50) 

) . 
(51) 

) . 
(52) 

·The same procedure employed for the IBO = 0 option is used 

also here. 

-.: . 
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In Fixed-format scan mode the cards are read, six fields 

per. card, with a standard (6(I2,Al,E9.0)) format. Fields which 

ar~ all blank are ignor~d. 

In Free-format scan mode the cards are read character-by~ 

character, so the subfields need not be aligned to any particular 

columns. The following rules must be observed. 

1) Columns 73-80 are ignored. 

2) The I and C fields must not be separated by blanks. 

3) The V fieid must be followed by a blank (or column 73) • 

4) Numbers must not have embedded blanks (e.g., in their 

exponents) . 

5) Commas· are treated like blanks. 

6) The +, -, and & codes are not recognizable. 

7) No more than 9 digits can be entered in sequence (in 

.either the f.raction or the exponent of a number). 

8) The "V" field must be given for the codes A, F, I, J, 

K, .L, M, N, P, Q, R, and "blank" (i.e., whe_re a Vis 

ordinarily used) . 

9) The "V" field must not be given for the codes B, C, D, 

E , G, H , O , S , T , W, X , Y , Z , and $ , * , @ , and % 

(i.e., where a Vis ignored if present in fixed format). 

-~----f 
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If the co4e character,i~ "+"or"&", then I, c,· and V are 

immediatel'y changed to V ·= V* (10. **(+I)) , ·c = blank, I = 0. 

If the code is "~",·the subfields are ch~nged to V = V* (1-0. 

**(-I)), C = bi~nk, I= 0. The effects 6f the other codes are. 

described below~ · In these descriptions, it is assumed that 

the "arrq.y" being_ filled is the vector A of dimensi()n M, and 

. that A(N) i~ the:~ext unfilled··element. I, cj and v·are the 

three data subfields,·and Wis used for the next v subfield. 

.Code· Effect 

"blank" if the format code is blank, A(N) = v, N = ·N + 1,. and. 

A 

B 

.C 

E 

F 

I is ignored .. 

addr~ss: N. = V, I is ignored. Any value V is allowed, 

but a war.ning is given if N .::_ 0 or N > M 

variable format: the following card is read immediately· 

with a (20 A4) format and saved for use as the variable 

format with. the w option or for II g. II 
. 0 arrays. 

count: print I and N-1, the nunwer of elements cur-

·rently filled 

unformatted unit: if -100 < I< ·lOO·and If O, set 

uni:t number for unformatted "@"_arrays equal to III, 

and if I < 0, this unit is rewound 

end array: N = M·+ l·~ I. and V are ignored 

if 1N·> M, a warning is printed 

. i.f N' < M, eiements A (N) through, A (M) are .set·= V, ·and · 

N·= M + l;. I is ignored 



Code 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

-80-

Effect 

Input unit after EOF: if o·< I< 100, the input unit 

number is set to I after an end-of-file; otherwise (the 

initial condition) the scan will ·terminate after an 

E-0-F. 

Hollerith input: the Hollerith mode switch is flipped 

between' off and on. When off, the apostrophe (') is 

illegal except in column one, where it signifies a 

comment card to be printed. When on (the initial condi

tion) the apostrophe is recognized as the delimiter for 

Hollerith input 

linear interpolation (I ~ 0 is valid) : I points are 

inserted between V and W: A(N) = V; then as·K goes 

from 1 to I, A(N + K) = V + (W - V) * K/(I + l); 

finally N = N + I + 1 

sequence repeat with increment: if either I or V is O, 

set V = V + I and I = 1, then repeat the sequence 

·{A(N - V), ••• A(N - l)} I times starting at A(N), but 

increment the values in the sequence by one before each 

repeat; ·finally set N = N +I * V 

fixed increment (I> 0 is valid): as K goes from 1 to I, 

A(N + K - 1) = A(N + K -2) + V; finally N = N + I 

logarithmic interpolation (I> 0 is valid): I points 

are inserted between V and W: A(N) = V; then as K 

. goes from 1 to I, A(N + K) = V * (W/V)K/(I + l); 

finally N = N + I + 1 

.:;,.1 



-: 

Code. 

M 

N 

0 

p 

Q 

R 

s 

T 

-81-

Effect 

reversed~sign inverted sequence repeat; if either I or 

v is O, set v = I + v and I = 1, then repeat ·the V 

elements of the sequence {A(N - I), ... , A(N - V)} 

I times starting at A(N), and set N = N + I * V 

inverted sequence repeat: if either·r or:v is o; ·Set 

V = r· + V and I = 1 th~n repeat the V elements of the 

sequence {A(N - 1), .•. , A(N - V)} I times.starting at 

A(N), and set N = N + I * V 

set the print trigger: : if I > 0 it is set on; if I < 0 

it is set off; if I = O it i~ flipped~ If the trigger 

is on, input cards are listedi it is initialized off 

scale factor: for K = 1 to N - 1, A(N) ~ V * A(N). 

I is ignored 

sequence repeat: if either I or V is 0, set V = V + 1 

and I =· 1, then repeat the ~ elements of the sequence 

{A(~ - V), ... , A(N - 1)} I times starting at A(N); 

finally set N = N + I * V 

repeat (I > 0 is valid): V is repeated I times starting 

at A(N)~ then N = N +I 

skip: N = N + I; V is ignored 

terminate: write out N - 1, the number of elements 

filled in the current. array. If N 1 l and N -:/ M + 1, 

an error flag is turned on; if the write flag or the 

error flag is on, the elements are printed out. I is 

printed and the data reading terminates 



Code 

w 

x 

y 

z 

-82-

Effect 

write flag: I is printed out; Vi~ ignored .. The 

write flag, which is turned off whenever a new array 

is started, is turned on. When the current array 

processing finishes, its elements.wil1 be written out 

in a standard format if I> 0, or with the·variable 

format if I < 0 

change input unit: the input logical unit number is 

changed to I. V is ignored. (Only the. last X or Y on 

a c~rd will be effective.) 

change input unit and rewind: the input logical unit· 

number is changed to I, and a REWIND I is.executed. 

V is ignored. (Only the last X or Y on a card will 

he effective.) 

zero: set A(N) through A(N + I - 1) = 0 and set 

N = N + I. V is ig~ored. 
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Code Effect 

$ new array: first all the processing for the "T" cod~. 
$$ 
* 
** 

except the scan termination is performed. Then the 

% dimension M for the new array A specified by I is 
%% 
@ determined, and N is set to 1. The card scan is 
@@ 

resumed in Fixed-format if the code is a single 

character or in Free-format if the code is a double 

character. 

If the code is $, integer values are read into A. 

If the code is *, floating point values are 

read inlu A. 

If the code is %, A(l) through A(N) are read 

with the variable format specified with the B 

option. 

If the code is @, A(l) through A(N) are read 

"unformatted" from the unit specified with the 

D option. 

When the Holleritb switch is off, the 1 may only appear 

in column one to indicate a comment card. When the 

switch is on, a pair of apostrophe~ delimit a string 

of characters to be read into A(N), A(N + 1), ... as if 

with an (Al) format. (An interior double-prime is 

used to actually read an apostrophe.) 

? Entering a question·mark will elicit the date 

of the latest revision of this data processing routine~ 



.....------L E G A L N 0 T I C E--------. 
This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored 

work. Neither the United States, nor the commission, nor any person 
acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or represen~ation, express or implied, 
with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the 
information contained in this report, or that the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may 
not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for 
damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, 
or process disclosed in this report. 1 

I 
As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of t.he Commission" I 

includes any employee or contractor of the Commission to the extent ~
1 

that such employee or contractor prepares, handles or distributes, or 
provides · acce.ss to, any information pursuant to his employment or 
contract with the Commission. 

------· --- -··.-------·· --·-- - . ------ ---------------




